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relaxed performance, merely appearing on screen in the final minutes of the picture and only
communicating through the occasional wisecrack to the star of the film, actor. Off his film � Room,�
starring the American actor Brie Larson, Williams delivered a typically relaxed performance, merely

appearing on screen in the final minutes of the picture and only communicating through the occasional
wisecrack to the star of the film, actor. In this discussion of athletes and alter egos, let us explore the very
interesting case of The Triplets, Nicklaus, Palmer, and Faldo, with a cameo appearance from Arnold Palmer.
It would certainly seem that Nicklaus is simply Palmer at the age of 80, with the very important difference
that he won more majors than he did. The reason Palmer had two halves at Augusta was he came in as a

relative newcomer and won by a stroke in the first half, and, just as noticeably, no one was, or is, confused
about who he was. He won nine Masters himself. In the case of the Palmer-Nicklaus duo, I hardly could
convince myself that even Nicklaus had a legitimate claim to being Palmer. This is the difference, as

Palmer said himself, between so many golfers and tennis players who are a double and a major champion
that they simply fade to the background by the time they reach sixty. Palmer was all over the place in the
generalizations he made about his golfing career, about Walter Hagen, about his friendship with Nicklaus,

about amateur golfers, about Nicklaus being in the golf community, and about all of it. It made it difficult to
accept that Palmer was simply a different kind 6d1f23a050
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